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_ bstract
_ This contract,AcousticCavityTechnolooyforHigh PerformanceInjector, '
NAS 9-14232 was undertakento showthe feasibilityof dampingmore thanone
mode of rocketenginecombustioninstabilityby meansof differentlytuned i_
acousticcavitiessharinga commonentrance.A secondaryprogramobjective
was to _._,Gp analyticalproceduresand acousticmodelingtechniquesfor pre-
dictingthe stabilitybehaviorof acousticcavitydesignsin hot firings•
-o _
The programhad two majoraspects: full scaletestingof various
commonentrance,dualcavityconfigurationsand subscaletestingfor the
purposeof obtainingmotionpicturesof the cavityentranceregion,to aid in .
_' determiningthe mechanismof cavitydamping. As a partof the full scale _.
testing,extensiveacousticmodelingwas undertakento screencandidatecon-
_. figurations.Speakersdrivenby signalgeneratorswereused to simulate
_: acousticmodes,and both singleand multipleleg cavitieswere evaluated.
il_ Dampingeffectivenessof selectedcavityconfigurationswas testedin full
scalehot firingsusinga 6000 IbF thrusterand an injectorknownto be i
• unstablein threeacousticmodes. In the subscaletesting,highspeedmotion 1
pictureswere ak throughquartzwindow_in the sidepl teof the arrow i
rectangularchamber. Variouscavitytuneand entranceconfigurationswere i
examined.
%
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I. I_|TRODUCTION
; The primary objective of this program was to establish the feasibility
_ of damping more than one mode of rocket engine combustion unstability by means
_' of differently tuned acoustic cavities sharing a common entrance The major
, . advantage of such "dual cavity" configurationsover conventional bitune devices
-- in which two types of cavities are arranged in some sywrmetrical pattern
.._ around the circumference -- is that standing acoustic modes cannot set up at
"c
points of poor damping around the periphery and that cavity entrance area isreduced for a given cavity volume. Figure 1 illustratesbitune and dual
cavity concepts and shows how .3tanding modes can set up with the former but
not the latter. The secondary program objective was to develop analytical
techniques along with simple bench test procedures for predicting the stability
!_ behavior of acoustic cavity designs in hot firings.
The program consisted of five tasks which relate to three major areas
of investigation: (1) acoustic bench tests to screen candidate cavity configu-
rations, using a "two-dimensional"lucite model of the chamber and one or two
speakers driven by signal generators to simulate the acoustic modes; (2) sub- ':
scale hot firings with a "two-dimensional"chamber designed to permit high "
speed motion picture photographyof the injector/cavityreqion; (3) full scale
•
hot firings with a 6000 IbF thrustor and an injector known to be unstable in
three acoustic modes, to evaluate the damping effectivenessof various multi-
mode, common entrance configurations, i
Two such dual cavity devices indicated multimode damping capability.
The cavity legs in one were positionedaxially and r,_dially;in the other, both
"legswere oriented in the radial direction. C
The high speed movies obtained with the subscale unit are apparently
the first ever taken of stable and unstable combustion in the cavity entrance i
• reqion. The most re,arkable features observed in the movies were the couplinq :
between the acoustic mode and the propellant flow field during unstable com- ._
bustion, and the shortening of the distance travelled by the propellant prior "
\
L
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II, Introduction(cont.) !
to completecombustionas a resultof unstableoperation. Ingene,ol, the 1
movies showed minimal interaction between the cavity and the chamber region.
The analyticalresultstestifyto the progressbeingmade in understand-
ingcombustionstabilityand developinganalyticaltechniquesfor predicting
stabilitycharacteristics.Correlat= iof cavitypressureamplitudesmeasured
in subscaletestingwith the basiccavitymodel quantifiedvaluesfor the damp-
ing and inletresistanceparametersand the cavitygas soundspeed. Correlation i
of pertinentstabilityresultsin full scaletestingdemonstratedthe capability !
of the overallanalyticalnethodolcgyencompassedby the InjectorFaceAcoustic
Resonator(IFAR)computerprogramdevelopedby Aerojet;applicationof the pro-
gram to dualcavityconfigurationsrepresentedan extensionof previousanalyti-
cal capabilities.In a sensethishas beenan "ideal"program,becauseit in- _
volvedanalysis,acousticmodeling,subscaletesting,and fullscaletesting, _"
and becausethe analysiscouldrelatetheseotherthreeareasto each other.
The primaryprogramobjectivesregardingmultimodedampingwas achieved
in full scaletesting. Secondaryobjectivesto developanalyticaland bench
test techniqueswere fulfilledby the modeling,subscaleand fullscaletest
efforts.
Page 3 ._
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_" II. SUMMARY ]
The program consisted of five tasks as follows:
rask I - Design and Analysis _
_ " Task II - Hardw,,reFabrication '
Task Ill - DemonstrationTest
_ Task IV Design Update
Task V Reporting
It is more convenient to divide the program into the three areas of concentra-
tion, however: acoustic modeling, subscale/photographic(2D chamber) testing,
Full scale (dual cavity) testing.
Acoustic modeling was performedwith a "two-dimensional"chamber/cavity
' model instrumentedwith high frequency pressure transducers; single and dual
/ frequencies were driven by _coustic speakers. Single cavities up to 4.0-in. •
: long were e_aluated in both axial and radial orientations;dual cavities in
_ series and parallel configurations, the latter in three geometrical arrangements,
_:! were also tested.
: Subscale/photoqraphictestin(Iwas also conducted in a "two-dimensional"
chamber to allow high speed motion picture photography through quartz windows
in the cavity entrance region. The injector utilized an X-doublet element ,._
pattern; six cavity configurationswere evaluated, and 45 tests were con-
ducted, usir,g monomethylhydrazineand nitrogen tetroxide as propellant. Most
firings were bombed with 2.0 grain RDX bombs; first width (IW) mode instabili- '_
_. ties were experie_cedwith three of the cavity configurations....
t
; The full-scale test program used hardware sized for a 6000 lbF
_ thrust application and a mixed element--splashplate and X-doublet--injector
Page 4
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I I, Su,mary (cont.)
known to produce at least three modes of i_tability. Forty-one tests were
" conducted, again with mmlom_thylhydrazineand nitrogen tetroxide. Eleven
different cavity configurations formed by varying the arrangement of insertable
• blocks in the cavity housing were evaluated, using fifty-eight 6.5 grain RDX s
bombs. Two of these configurationsshowed excellent multimode damping.
Page 5
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Ill. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. ACOUSTIC MC?_LING
I
The acoustic modeling experiments indicated that a dua| resonance :
condition can be achieved witfza dual leg, single entrance cavity, as was later
_ ° confirmed in the full scale testing, and that each l_g appears to use the en-
tire entrance area. The experimentsalso showed that maximum damping of the
i_ primarymode of interest (d_pressedfirst width) was obtained when the two !
were legs physically parallel and the longer leg was adjacent to the face.
In single cavity tests, an L-shaped cavity was found to have an acoustic length "
20% longer than the mean centerline distance, and in dual cavity tests the
damping of the lower frequency leg was attenuated by interactionwith the high
frequt_cy leg.
i_ Acoustic modeling was instrumentalin defining the wave paths for
the analytical representationof the full scale dual cavity configurations.
The low signal-to-noiseratio obtained at some frequencies limits the useful-
ness of modeling techniquesand necessitatesa great degree of care by the
i investigatorand a high level of sophisticationin the instrumentationand
i data processingequipment. The use of piston-likesliders to adjust cavity
"_ length proved to be a constant source of irritation because of the leakage,
and correspondingacoustic misrepresentation,introduced. Finally, simulation
of mean flow through the chamber and recirculatingflow in the cavity appears
to be an aspect that should not be overlooked in future modeling efforts,
_ because of the potentialeffects of such flow on cavity damping.
i B. SUBSCALE (2-D) TESTING
Three of the six cavity configurationstested were bomb-stable at
= all operating conditions: the I.O in. length,* the 1.5 in. length, and the 0.5
in. length with 0.25 in. overlap. ]wo were unstable at all operating points:
•_ the 0 in. length and the rounded inlet 0.5 in. length. The sixth, the 0.5 in.
• as measured from the injector face|
Page 6
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Ill,B, Subscale(2-D)Testing(cont.)
L
: lengthunit,was unstablea_ lowand nominalchamberpressures-- lessthan
f
140 psi_.-- but stableat highervalues. The firstwidthmode frequency
_ experiencedwas comparableto the firsttangentialmode of the full scale
-
hardware.
_' High speedmoviesof the cavityentranceregionshowedthe propel-
lantsto be poorlymixedduringstableoperation,extendingmorethan 2.0 in.
-- the fieldof view-- down thechamberwithoutbeingfullycombusted. Flow
L.
of raw propellantintothe cavitywas minimalbut did occurwithmostcon-
figurations,often ina cyclicmanner. Het gas did flow intothe cavityat
_ a 45° anqle,however,as evidencedby a zone of bluecolorationindicativeof
the OH, NH, and CH radicals.*Gas recirculationin the cavitywas apparent.
Unstableoperation,and postbombrecoveryof someconfigurations,was marked
by a shorteningof the propellantstreamspriorto fullcombustion,to a
distancethatvariedcyclicallybut was as low as 0.4 in. Waveringbackand
forthof the propellantstreamswas also observed,at a frequencycorrespond-
ingto the unstablemode. Duringunstableoperationsomeuncombustedpropel-
lantenteredthe cavityin a cyclicmanner.
The analyticalmodel of the cavitycloselycorrelatedthe ratio
of pressure amplitudes measured at the back and entrance of the cavity, and
thus provided values for the damping and inlet resistance parameters and the
cavity gas sound speed. These values, and the cavity model itself, were used
to correlatethe stabilityof the fullscaletestconfigurations.
I
,' The 2-D thrusterwas developedprimarilyto allowvisualizationof
the cavityentranceregion;it servedthispurposeadmirably. Photographic
t,'
results were of excellent quality. The high speed camera is a useful tool
for such studies,and with sufficientexternalilluminationveryhigh frame
* Harrje,D. T., ed., LiquidPropellantRocketCombustionInstability,NASA
SP-194, p. 487.
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llI, B, Subscale (2-D) Testing (cont.) j
rates may be achieved; the present testing utilized frame rates as high as ]
ll,O00 pictures per second although most of the movies were taken at 6,000 !
pictures per second. A stroboscopic light source, synchronizedwith the
! camera, was used in several tests to provide a very short period of ilIumina- _i
"" tion; although the strobe did not perform satisfactorily, it did show some !
aspects of combustion field behavior not evident in the color movies, particu- i
larly when used as a back light. !
w
The 2-D hardware was not intended to be a predictive tool per se
_ for full scale combustion stability; nonetheless, it is of interest to note
that the rounded inlet and larger overlap cavity configurations behaved in
subscale tests as they did in earlier full scale testing conducted in NAS 9-
13133, i.e., unstable and stable respectively.
C. FULL SCALE TESTING
Five basic cavity configurations, including six additional varia-
tions of one configuration,were tested. Two of these -- a dual radial leg
arrangement and an axial-radial leg arrangement -- provided excellent bomb ;,
stability, although the limited number of tests compromises the statistical
significanceof the results. Some first longitudinal (If_)mode was experienced i
during the start transient with almost all configurations;this was beyond the
range of cavity tune and thus not germane to the interpretationof results, i
At high chamber pressure, all configu,'ationswere stable, i
i
The Injector Face Acoustic Resonator (IFAR) model correlated the
" full scale stability trends quite closely, even to the extent that the mode of '
I
instabilityexperiencedwas generally correctly correlated. Extension of the 1
cavity model to dual cavity configurationswas a direct "fallout" of the acoustic
modeling work: the quiescent nature of the one cavity leg while the other is in i
Page 8 !
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= Ill,C, FullScaleTesting(cont.)
resonancewas broughtto lightby corkdu_t patternobservations.The subscale
work alsocontributedto the full scaleanalysiswith the quantificationby the
cavitymodelof variousinputparameters.i
- ° The mechanismof acousticcavitydampingis the combinationof mode i
_I shapealterationand energydissipationwithinand at the entranceof the cavity.
! Cavitytune is importantas dampingeffectivenessdoesnot appearto extendover
a broadbandof frequency. Tuneappearsto be most sensitiveto cavitygas
soundspeed• The IL and 2T modes experiencedpriorto the establishmentof
steady-stateconditionsin the cavityis predictablewith the IFARprogram,
assumingreducedsoundspeedsin the cavity.
Acousticbenchtestsand subscalehot firings,in conjunctionwith 1appropriateanalysis,are potentiallyusefultechniquesfor gainingan under-
standingof fullscalestabilitybehavior. The needfor carefullyconceiving 7.
suchtestsis quiteapparent,however, i
Dual cavityconceptscan providemultimodedampingcapabilityand
appearsuitedto flightenginesystems,notwithstandingmechanicaldesigncom- !
plexitiesintroducedprimarilyby coolingconsiderations• !
f
• "i
£
i
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i IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendationsare grouped accordinq "_othe areas of
endeavor:
• Acoustic Modeling
l. The effect of gas recirculation in the cavity ought to be modeled.
2. Mean flow through the chamber should be modeled.
_ 3. The cavity entrance and exit loss should be determined by imposing
_; a mean flow in and out of the cavity.
I-
_ 4. The use of sliding pistons to vary cavity length should be avoided
Subscal e/Photogra phic Testing
I. The effect of injection velocity, chamber pressure,and Math number,
which are parameters in the ALRC stability model, should be confirmed by varying
the throat area in the 2-D chamber.
2. Other injector patterns should be evaluated.
i_ 3. Different experimentalmethods such as hiqh speed shadowgraph
i motion pictures -- intendedbut not accomplished because of technical diffi-
culties -- or laser anemometry, should he utilized.
J
_ 4. The use of laser anemometry in conjunction with standard high
frequency pressure measurement techniques should be considered as a means ofuirectly evaluating cavity admittance.
i Page 10
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1IV, Recommendations (cont.)
e
5. Narrow, rectangular chambers such as were used here shoulo have
ample provision to prevent warpage of the side plates -- a continually worsen-
ing problem throughout the testing. The capability of altering the chamber
width to change the acoustic mode frequencies would be a worthwhile feature
in such hardware.
Full Scale Testing
I. Further development of the dual radial and axial-radial cavity
geometriesshould be pursued.
2. The use of dual cavities in conjunctionwith other high performance
injector elements should be considered.
3. Statistical significance should be emphasized in stability testing,
and ooerating point should be recognized as a variable in the statistics.
4. The role of cavity entrance and exit losses on damping bandwidth
should be investigatedfurther.
5. The effect on damping characteristics of fuel film cooling injected
across the cavity entrance should be evaluated.
6. Instrumentationto determine cavit) gas sound speed should be
" routinely installed;this means, at the very least, high frequency pressure
transducers located at the back and entrance to the cavity. In the case of !
• dual cavities both circuits should be instrumented and an additional transducer
at the branch point would be useful.
'3
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IV, Recommendations(cont.)
7. Instrumentation to better characterize the cavity gas t_peratu"e
shouldbe developed. Thermocouples,or thermocouplerakes,must have high
temperaturecapabilityand quickresponse. The effectof leadlosses,radia-
l " tion to the cavitywallsand fromthe combustionproducts,and the localcon- ;
vectiveenvironmentmust all be consideredwhen interpretingthe indicated
responses.
AnalyticalMethods '
The IFARmodel developedby ALRCcan be improvedin severalways:
I. Betterdefinitionof the stabilityparametersn and -,in termsof _,
injector pattern and various injector parameters is necessary.
2. Velocitycoupling-- i.e.,couplingof the acousticwave and pro- :
pellantvelecity-- shouldbe considered;the IFARanalysistreatsonly pres-
surecouplirLq.
3. Feed systemcouplingshouldbe included. _
4. Injectoradmittanceis not currentlyconsideredin themodel and !
should be. ._
'L
• ,i
.
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V. APPLICATIONOF RESULTS 1
. The primaryresultof this programwas to den_nstratethe dampingeffec-
tivenessof differentlytunedacousticcavitiessharinga commonentrance. Such
dualtunedcavitiesimproveseveralaspectsof bitunearrangements,in which i
two typesof cavitiesare arrangedsymmetricallyabout the injectorcircumference.
The improvementsof dual tuninginclude: (1) preventionof standingmodes
orientedbetweensymmetricallyarrangedcavities,(2) reductionin entrance
areafor a givencavityvolume,(3) potentialreductionsinweightand cavity
heat load. Accordingly,the applicationof dual tunedcavitiesto presentor
ifutureenginesystemsis obvious.
The acousticbenchtests,hot firings,and analyticalmodelinghaveall )
furtheredthe understandingof combustionstabilityand cavitydamping. While
continuedprogressin thisarea has beenevidentfor some timeat Aerojet,the
subscalecorrelationfor the firsttimegavea goodmeasureof cavitygas sound
speedand variousdampingparameters,and the _ullscalecorrelationshowed
thatthe analyticalprocedurescouldbe readilyextendedto complicatedcavity
geometries.Whatcomesout of this thenis cons;derablerefinementand an
increasedconfidencein the analyticalmethodologyunderdevelopment.
I
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VI. ACOUSTIC MODELING
A. INTRODUCTINN
Acoustic modeling was done as a part of Task I to guide the design
of cavity configurationsfor full scale testing and, in conjunction with analy- !
tical methods, to improve the understandingof cavity damping mechanisms. I
Candidate cavity configurationswere selected on the basis of providingmulti- 1
mode damping correspondingto the IT, 2T, and IR modes anticipated in hot i
!firing, having a common inlet for multiple cavities, and maintaining dimensions
within realistic geometrical limits.
The basic cavity configurations involved legs in parallel, legs
in series, or combined parallel-seriesarrangements. The "two-dimensional" .!
(rectangular)chamber model was constructed of lucite and fitted with high !
frequency pressure instrumentation,primarily in the cavity region. Two
acoustic drivers -- speakers -- provided different signals as desired. Cork
dust in the chamber, which accumulates in patterns correspondingto the ;;
resonant modes, allowed visual observation of the model patterns established, i
The model tests showed that dual resonance is possible with a
single cavity entrance, that damping effectivenessvaries with orientation
of the legs in the parallel leg configurationsand that the series arrange-
ment is inferior to the parallel leg system. In additinn, the cork dust
patterns observed in the cavities were instrumental in correctly defining the
acoustic lengths used for analyzing the full scale dual cavity hot fire results.
Jr
B. TEST SETUP
-
Equipment used in testing is shown in Figure 2. It comprised
the lucite model and acoustic driver, an analyzer which tracks on the driver
frequency and gives on vumeters the amplitude and phase angle relationships
,
oi two input frequencies a computer which after digitizing of the input
stores and operates on the data, and finally a printer for printout of results.
;t
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VI, B, Test Setup (cont.)
The chamber model had internal dimensions of 8.00 in. width, 14.00
in. length, and 1.50 in. height. The calculated resonant frequencies, for a
sonic velocity of 1130 ft/sec were as follows:
I
Mode Frequency,.(.Hz) 1
Width Modes
First width (IW) 847
Second width (2W) 1695 |
Length Modes- 1
_ First lenqth (IL) 484
Second len(ith(2L) 969
Third length (3L) 1453 _
Combined Modes. _.
• IL + IW 976
• 2L + IW 1287
3L + IW 1682
IL + 2W 1763Z,,
That these frequencieswere not .exactlyobtained is an indicationof minorleakage or driver/wall interactions.
Cavities were located on both sides of the chamber; the end-
closures of the cavities were adjustable so that cavity tune could be varied.
Five high frequency pressure transducerswere used. Three were located in
the cavities, two in the chamber. Fhe cavity transducers were located in the
end closures and at the intersectionof cavities for the p_rallel leg designs,
and at the entrance and base of each cavity in the series arrangement. The
chamber instrumentswere located near the injector and in the end closure
plate of the injector.
i
Two driver locationswere utilized: one near the injector face/
chamber wall intersection,the other at the far end of the chamber, i
,m
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Vl, Acoustic Modeling (cont.)
: C. PROCEDURE
' The test procedure involved sweeping the frequency range of interest
t• (400 to 1400 Hz) to identify all of the modes of the chamber/cavity combination,
_ usinq the pressure transducer reading as well as visual observation of the cork
4 dust. The signal generatorwas then set at the various resonant frequencies
|_ and power input to the driver adjusted to a constant 25 watts_ the amplitude
:' meter gain was adjusted to yield full scale deflection for this condition The
frequencywas then varied above and below the resonant value until the ampli- I
tude was reduced by 3db or to 0.;'07of its full scale value. The bandwidth
across the reduced amplitude points, _f, and the resonant frequency, fo' were
thereupon recorded. ,_
Cavity resistance was inferred from the ratio of pressures measured _ •
at the entrance and back of _'hecavity. The analyzer could be operated to give
K
the phase and amplituJe r:_Lioof any of the five input frequencies. As a check
on noise and electrical interferencethe same signal could be input to both
channels of the analyzer: the phase and amplitude ratio should be 0_ and 1.0
in that case. Generally, a reading within 2" (phase) and 0.1 (amplitude ratio)
was considered acceptable for measurement purposes.
D. MODAL P_TTERNS
Various model patterns delineated by the cork dust in the chamber !
are shown on Figures 3 through 6. Figure 3 shows the first width (IW) mode
with and without cavities; the scale of the test fixture is also shown. With
zero length cavities the IW resonant frequency is 823 Hz. Addition of 4.5 in.
cavities depresses the IW nw)deto 585 Hz. i
,|
i
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VI, D, Modal Patterns (cont.)
, Figure 4 shows the first and second longitudinalmodes, IL and 2L,
with and without cavities. The third longitudinalmode, 3L, is pictured on
Figure 5. Finally, the combined modes, IW + IL and IW + 2L_ are given on
Figure 6.
_
E. SINGLE CAVITY TESTING
Initial testing was done with single (one leg) cavities to estab-
lish a baseline for dual (two leg) cavity performanc_ and to validate the
test setup and experimentalprocedure.
Bandwidthmeasurements maximlzed w:th a cavity length equal to the
calculated I/4 wave length of the IW mode in the chamber without cavities.
The effective length of the "axial" cavity proved to be about 20% longer than
that of the "radial"cavity, as shown on Figure 7; length here is defined as
centerline distance from the cavity backwal! to the cavity entrance at the
chamber wall, and "radial" is i_" referepce to the centerline of the simulated
chamber. The explanation for the increased effective length of axial cavities
is not apparent.
The IW mode frequency was depressed by the single cavities, as
expected. Figure 8 shows the depressed frequency and correspondingbandwidth
as a function of cavity length. Dalrpingratio, _/_c, as defined by bandwidt_ "
and resonant frequency
- al6c : Af/2fo
increased with cavity length to the n_ximum length tested, 5 in., as shown in
" Figure g. It is notable that cavity lengths less than I/8 wave length based ;
on the undepressed IW mode had limited damping effect.
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Vl, E, Single Cavity Testing (cont.) I
An investigationwas made to determine if radial or axial cavities
provide more damping. Results are shown on Figure lO for the combined ]VI+ IL
mode, which was selected on the basis of being representativeof the undamped
chamber frequency. With shorter cavities, the radial configuration is superior;
" with longer cavities the axial configuration is superior. _!
Damping characteristicsfor various axial cavity lengths and all
chamber modes between 400 and 1400 Hz are summarized in Figure II which plots
bandwidth versus the ratio of depressed chamber frequency to theoretical
resonant frequency of the cavity based on actual length. Damping is maximized
I at a frequency ratio of 0.8 approximately, i.e., at a point where the chamber ifrequency is depressed about 20% from cavity resonance. Thus th cavity gives
the appearance of having an effective length about 20% greater than the actual !
length. !
.
F. DUAL CAVITY TESTING ,.
Most of the testing of dual cavity configurations involved cavity
lengths of 4.0 and 2.0 in., which correspond respectively to maximum suppres-
sion of the l'Fmode and midrange suppression of the 2T and IR modes in the hot
fire hardware.
To identify the interactionbetween the two cavity legs, one series
of tests was conducted with both legs the same length, however, This condition
would result in both cavities being equally active and produce maximum inter-
action in terms of velocities at the cavity intersection. The _st procedure
C
was identical to that of the single cavity tests wherein the frtq_ncy of the
" driver and the power input were held constant while cavity length was varied.
Results are summarized in Finure 12. Both cavities were found to have equal
effective lengths, which is contrary to the single cavity test results in
which the axial cavity appeared to have a longer effective length, and the
effective lengths appeared to be 25% greater than the actual centerline
distances. For cavity lenqths greater than the 3 in. resonant length, the
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i VI, F, Dual Cavity Testing (cont.)
pressure amplificationdoes not continue as it did with single cavities, indi-
cating e possible interaction between cavities.
i Cork dust patterns within the cavities gave further evidence of
cavity interaction. With cavity lengths of 2.0 and 4.0 in., and a frequency _
of 840 Hz, only the 4.0 in. leg showed any activity, since it was approximately '|
i 1/4 wave length. At a frequency of 1670 Hz activity in the 2.0 in. leg was ]
maximum since it corresponded to I/4 wave length; activity in the 4.0 in.
cavity was nil since it approximated a I/2 wave length.
g
Interactionbetween the two cavities was further explored with the
.- resonator at 2 and 4 in. by exciting the system with two frequencies simultane-
ously. Attention was focused on frequencies of approximately 600 and 1450 Hz
as they approximate the ratio of the modes expected in the hot test engine.
The results of these tests are tabulated below; the bandwidth, fo is measured
about the frequency, and damping ratio, 6/_c, is also calculated on that basis, i
• DUAL FREQUENCY SUMMARY, L1 _ 4.0, L2 = 2.0 IN.
Damping Ratio at fo _'
)
,_ Afo
fl _ )Too '_
Test fo _afo _ "c
l 586 52 0 .045 i
2 586 52 870 .045
!' 3 591 43 1430 .035 _,
4 1473 38 0 .015
5 1473 38 613 .Ol5 ..
_ The hioher frequency, if sufficiently high, can influencedamping
_ . of the lower frequency, as can be seen by comparing tests 1 and 3; intermediate
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Vl, F, DualCavityTesting(cont.)
frequencieshaveno sucheffect,however,to wit testsI and 2. A possible
explanationfor this behavioris found in the singlecavitytests-- Figures8
and 9 -- which showedthatas longas the cavitylengthwas lessthan I/8wave
lengththe cavityhad littleeffect.
The lowerfrequencydid not, however,affectdampingof the higher
frequency,i.e.,tests4 and 5 whereinthe dampinqratio is calculatedfor the
hiqherfrequency. |
Dampinqcharacteristicsfor all dual cavityconfigurationstested !
are present(_in Figure13. Theseconfigurationsincludea seriesarrangement
as well as threeparallelleg arrangements,with the ]eqsat O, 45, and 90°,
and a no cavityconfiguration.Leg lengthsof 2 and 4 in. were utilizedin
the parallelarrangements.Variousmodal patternsare noted;theseinclude _
the IL, 2L, 3L, IW and depressedIW, and the combinedmodes IW + IL, IW + 2L, _
and IW + 3L.
J
For the depressedfirst_idthmode, the 0°parallel leg configura-
tion providedthe greatestamountof damping,followedby the 45 and go° parallel i
arr_,_gementsand betterdampingwas obtainedw_th the 4 in. leg adjacentto the,
injector. The closenessof t:;ebandwidthdatadoes temperthe validityof these i
assessmentshowever. !
G. RESISTANCEMEASUREMENTS
C,
One testserieswas devotedto determiningthe resistanceacross
the cavityentrance;a single4 in. radialcavitywas used for thispurpose.
The procedureinvolvedmeasurinqthe pressure-- amplitudeand phaseanqle --
at threelocationsas shownon theaccompanyingsketchand solvinqthe equations
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Vl, G, Resistance Measurements (cont.)
_ L - z i
P1 P2 P3 } i
' !
developed below. Although the method is straightfm-aard, measurement accuracy i
is limited at anti-resonant points because of the low signa'_-to-noise ratio.
i
Considerinq a short section of the cavity which includes the entrance,
a force balance will be given by
i
(p3, p2,)A _R u, _,_A au'g ,_t ;'
where P' is the fluctuating component of pressure, u' is the velocity, A the
cross-sectionalarea, _ the density, g the gravltati,nalconstant, and t time.
Assuming u' to be sinusoidal
u' = u ei_)t
0
_f
i_,Uoei'"t',_U._._': : i_u'_t
and the first equation can be rewritten
^p7
From the simple wave equetion
_2p 1 ._2p
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• VI, G, ResistanceMeasurements (cont.)
and the momentum equation for acoustics
_P ,_ ,_u
- ].;)x g Dt
,'
_ It can be shown that
i
l
u' i__ ,_L
= - tan --m----i-
r,-_ _; C C
and substitutioninto the rewritten first equation gives
P3 = _ iRg mL + _z tan _L
T APC tan _ -_ -c-
s.
Equating real and imaginaryparts yields
I__'R- ,_t tan ,_L + 1
Real: c "-c-
/
(P3'_ -R_ tan _L
Imaginary: _--2)I= A(,c -c
I e
; or, if _ is the phase anqle between P3 and P2
P'_',. w_, _.___L
,_ _2-r cos _ - tan + 1_ C C
i_ P3=
_i_ , ]_-2i- sin, = ApcRgtan (:,Lc
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VI, G, ResistanceMeasurements(cont.)
F
The phase angle ¢ is determined directly by the co-quad analyzer, as is the
_- , ._ { _ wL HencepressureratioP3 /P2" and is determinedfromcos-I P2' _
' 1:_ both _ and R can be found.
C Resultsare shownon Figures14 and 15. Figure14 presentsthe |
calculatedlength,_; sincethe actuallengthis0.5 in. the correspondence !
of caiculatedand actualvaluesservesas a check on the validityof the pro-
j_ cedure. For the case of most interest,the pressurenodeand velocityantinode
_: were locatedbetweenP2 and P3 -- i.e.,thecavitywas resonant-- and reason-
ablecorrespondencewas obtained. At lowerfrequencies,thiswas not the case !
and in two regionsthe signal-to-noiseratiowas insufficientoyoeldmeaning-
ful results. The calculatednondimensionalresistanceis shownin Figure15;
in the frequencyrangeof interesta value of about O.l is indicated.This
correspondsto a typicalfiqureused indesignevaluations, i
H. CONCLUSIONS
:- The acousticmodelingperhapsraisedmore questionsthanwere
7
, _nswered. In hindsightit isclear thatcertaintestsmight betterhavebeen
donedifferentlyand thatothertestsmighthavejieldedmoreusefulinforma-
tion. Thiswas somewhatof a pioneeringeffort,however,and littleprevious
workwas availablefor guidance. The benchtestsdid lead to the following
conclusions:
(I) A dual resonanceconditioncan be achievedwith a dual leg,
singleentrancecavity.
%
(2) The dampingof the lowerfrequencyleg may be decreasedby
interactionwith the higherfrequencyleg.
(3) The 0° parallelleg configurationappearsto offerthe maximum
damping of the primary mode of interest, the depressed first width mode.
i
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Vl, H, Conclusions (cont.)
(4) Each cavity leg appears to use the entire entrance area for
damping.t .
i (5) The preferred location of the longer cavity is adjacent to
: the injector face, for the depressed first width mode.
-i
f
(6) In single cavity tests, the L-shaped cavity appears to have
an acoustic length 20% longer than the mean centerline length.
(7) Linear analysis of the cavity entrance resistance appears
feasible over a limited frequency range near the cavity resonant point. Else-
i where, large errors are indicated or the signal-to-noiseratio is poor
(8) Cork dust patterns observed in the cavities were useful in
i defining acoustic lengths in the analysis of hot fire configurations.
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_.. VII. A_ALYTICALMETHODS ._
: .o
Stability predictionat ALRC enjoys a moderate degree of success using
_ a computer program called IFAR--InjectorFace Acoustic Resonator--which isl
based on the Crocco-Reardon sensitive time lag combustion mode] . The signi-
ficant advantage of IFAR over other analytical techniques is that it directly i'
evaluates the effect of damping devices on combustion stability.
The component parts of the IFAR program are illustrated in Figure 16. 'i
' _ Basically, IFAR solves the wave equation for the chamber geometry; t,e boundary
i condition at the injector end is defined by the combustior gas generation rate :_
i and the resonator or baffle admittance; at the other end the boundary condition "_
: is specified by the nozzle admittance. The combustion gas qeneration rate is i
derived from the Crocco-Reardonmodel which assumes a dead time exists between
propellant injectionand propellantcombustion. The model further assumes that
7
the combustion process becomes "sensitive" to the pressure field during a sensi-
t
:, tive time period just orior to vaporization,which is considered instantaneous. :
: _ The result is a pressure interaction index parameter, n, which describes the
level of combustion sensitivity, and a sensitive time lag parameter, T, which
describes the combustion frequency sensitivity. The gas generator rate can
i_ thereforebe describedas a functionof the ,-T parameters.
i Resonator admittance is calculated by means of a wave equation repre-
sentation which includes the affect of geometry and cavity gas temperature.
• Nozzle admittance is based on the modified Crocco-Reardon formulationdeveloped
by Zinn and Bell.2 Nozzle admittance is a function of nozzle qeometry and com-
bustion gas properties.
T Crocco,L., and Cheng,S.'.,Theoryof CombustionInstabilityin Liquid
• Propellant Rocket Motors, AGARDograph #8, Butterworth's Sci. Pub. Ltd., London,
1956.
2
Zinn,B. T., and Bell,W. A., The Predictionof Three-DimensionalLiquid
Propellant Rocket Nozzle Admittances, NASACR-121129, Feb. 1973.
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VII AnalyticalMethods(cont)
_: I •
i . The IFARoutputis a plotof the neutralstabilityboundaryon the n-T !
planeas presentedin Figure17. Curvesare shownfor a typicalchambercon- j
figurationwith and withoutresonators.Stabilityis .ndicatedby the position
; of the injectorresponse(n-T)box relativeto the neutralstabilitycurve.3 _
: The T_-_box is basedon empiricaldata collectedb_'Reardon, as reproducedin
Figure18. ;]
Upgradingthe IFARprogramis an ongoingeffortat ALRCwith the refine-
T
ment of the cavityadmittancecalculation,generationof additionalinjector i
responsedata,and _ccumulatio,1of more-and-moretestexperience.
J
, !
1
4
f,
i 3 Reard°n'F" H" et al' The SensitiveTimeLag The°ryand its Applicati°nt° iLiquid Roc_'et Combustion Instability Problems, AFRPI-TR-67-314, March 1968
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VIII. SUBSCALE (PHOTOGRAPHIC)TESTING
A. INTRODUCTION@
The subscale or photographic test program was the second phase of
the original (dual cavity) test program. Its purpose was to observe the com-
bustion field and propellant flow behavior in the cdvity entrance region_ using
high speed motion picturP photography. These visual records, in addition to
considerable temperature and pressure data, were intended to advance the under-
standing of physical events in the cavity and further clarify the mechanism
of cavity damping.
The test hardware was a "two-dimensional"(rectangular)configura-
tion, with a width of l.O-in, in the plane of view, to isolate a limited _umber
of interacting propellant streams and to allow adequate external illumination.
Circular quartz windows on either side permitted photographic viewing and
external illumination. The injector pattern consisted entirely of X-doublet
(XDT) elements in the same orientation, relative to the acoustic cavities, as
the identical elements of the full scale hardware. Six cavity designs were
evaluated; these encompassed variations in cavity length and inlet configuration.
,_ Forty-five tests were conducted. Most were bombed. Instabilities
in the first width (IW) mode were induced with certain cavity configurations
_: and the high speed movies of these are apparently the first ever taken of
unstable conditi)ns in the cavity region. Photographicquality was excellent.
The movies showed the propellant streams to be poorly mixed during
stable operation, with alternate layers of the two propellants extending--mostlyi: •
i uncombusted--beyondthe field of view, approximately 2.0-in. from the injector
face. Interactionbetween the cavity and the main flow field was minimal except
that the latter introduceda recirculation pattern in the cavity. The most
notable changes arising from unstable operation were that the propellant streams
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"- VIII, A, Introduction (cont.)
were completely combusted very near the injector face, the distance varying
with the unstable mode frequency, and that the injected streams wavered back-
. and-forth, also at the unstable mode frequency.
?
Thermocouple data showed the cavity gas temperature profile to -_
vary with cavity length and to be strongly influenced by inlet geometry. High
frequency pressure transducermeasurements taken at the entrance and back wall ;_
of the cavity allowed the energy loss at the entrance to be inferred and
hence contribute to the ongoing effort to analytically model cavity/chamber
interactions.
B. HARDWARE, INSTRUMENTATION,TEST FACILITY
The combustion chamber assembly consisted of a U-shaped chamber
into which the injector and throat inserts are fitted and to which the side
plates are bolted. The side plates each had two quartz wir,dows for photo-
graphic ._urposes;these could be replaced with steel windows having additional
temperaturear,dhigh frequency pressure instrumentation. The injector had
78 elements, each consisting of one fuel and one oxidizer orifice, _rranged
in an X-doublet pattern which creates parallel and adjacent,fans of the two
propellants. The 78 elements were grouped in three rows of 26 elements each.
A photograph of the major components of the assembly is presented
in Fiqure 19. Figures 20 through 29 are the design drawings of the individual
components and assmnblies of the fixture. The major parts are as follows:
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VlII, Hardware, Instrumentation,Test Facility (cont) _
'
MAJOR PARTS LIST
Descritip_.t_ _uantitv Drawing No. :
- Chamber 5 I183372-I0 thru -14
Side plates 2 1183372-17, -18
Injector 2 I183372-29
"Fhroatinserts 2+ I183372-39, -49
End plate I+ I183372-25 _'
Steel instrumentationwindows 3 I183372-59, -69, -79, -89
Steel windows 2 I183372-34, 35
Quartz windows 4* 1183372-20 _,
+ Complete unit, two pieces per unit
* Or as required due to discoloration or breakage
Five cavity configurationswere fabricated--i.e.,five chamber
• pieces--and two more were anticipated by reworking two of the five. Variations
in cavity length, inlet _adius, and overlap (the distance the injector pro- _':
trudes into the cavity beyond the chamber wall) were as follows: !
VARIATIONS IN CAVITY CONFIGURATION
Item Injector Cavity* Inlet Cavity ,
• _- No. Overlap (in.) Length (in.) Radius (in.) Width (in.)
12 0.25 0.5 0 0.60
13 0.125 0.5 0.25 0.60
14 0.125 0.5 0 0.60
15 0.125 l.0 0 0.60
16 0.125 1.5 0 0.60
17"* 0.125 2.0 0 0.60
18 0.125 0 0 0
* Measured from injector face
** Not fabricated,available by machining Item 16
Item 17 was not made while Item 15 was obtained by adding O.5-in. blocks to
the Item 14 cavities rather than by rework procedures.
• Perturbationof the combustion field was accomplished with 2.0
grain RDX bombs located approximatelyat midchamber. Overpressureswere
ample (to I00% of Pc) and shrapnel damage to the face was not experienced.
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LVIII, R, Hardware, Instrumentation,Test Facility (cont.) I%
i Early efforts to perturb the flow with a shock tube system that utilized a
_- gaseous nitrogen source upstream of a calibrated burst disc failed to achieve '
satisfactoryoverpressures.
Instrumentationincluded low and high frequency pressure trans-
ducers as well as thermocouples. The high frequency (Kistler 601 or 601A)
_ transducerscould be located as follows" chamber, 3 places; injector mani-
_; folds, 2 places: acoustic ca-ities, 5 places (on the steel instrumentation
windows). Low frequency pressure transducerscould be located as follows:
chamber, 7 places; injector, 2 places; propellant tanks, 2 places. High _nd
low frequency instrumentswere also located on the shock tube system. Thermo-
couple instrumentationincluded: injector manifolds, 2 places; flow meters,
2 places; heat exchangers, 2 places; acoustic cavities, 4 places (on the steel
instrumentationwindow). Not all the instrumentationcould be used simultan-
eously because of the limited number of recording channels.
Low frequency resp3nse parameters were recorded on a Consolidated
_. ElectronicsCorp. direct _riting oscillograph. High frequency measurements
were recorde_ on a Sangamo model 3564 analog tape recorder. Operating point
determinations and other calculationswere made on a Hewlett-Packard 2100A
computer.
Testing was pe,'formedin the Research Physics Laboratory, Te_t Bay
A-2, at ALRC in Sacramento. Figure 30 show:_the chamber as mounted on the
test stand. The sea level test stand includes two 40-gallon run tanks, with
propellant lines to the thrust chamber instrumentedfor pressure, temperature,
and flow rate measurements. Half-inch valves were independentlyactuated and
' close-coupled to the injector. Gaseous nitrogen purges were located on bothI .
[ circuits to expel the propellantson shutdown. Sequencing of various engine
functions and controls was done by the Hewlett-Packard2100A computer.
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-. VIII, Subscale (Photoqraphic)Testing (cont.)
. C, TEST SUMMARY
• The test matrix was laid out in terms of series and sequences in i
accordance with recent NASA-JSC programs; each series representsa particular
test objective,each sequence a single hardware confiquration. Consecutive
test numbers were assigned, however, following ALRC's customary approach. _
The test matrix is summarized below:
TEST MATPIX
Series Item Operatinq
Sequence No____L. Point Notes
Series I - Checkout
I-l 14 Nominal Checkout, balance sy_te,,,evaluate shock tube _-
apparatus, sequence, etc.
Series II - Cavity Tune Investigation 1
iII l 14 Box Baseline configuration O.5-in. cavities.
II-2 16 Box l .5-in.cavities
II-3 18 Box No cavities
II-4 15 Box l.O-in.cavities ,
Series Ill - Inlet Radius Inv,=.stiqation LJ.
_._ III-I 13 Box F).25-in.radius 1
_' Series IV - rlverlapInvestigation 1
IV-I 12 Box 0.25-in. overlap
The operating point "box" referred to above describes the "corners" .}
t
of the chamber pressure/mixtureratio matrix, as well as the ,_ominalpoipt in _._
the center of the box: _
Q/F (r)
P_c(psia) _I0 l.6_._55 1.g__._O.
1.00 x x
125 x
150 x x
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VIII, C, Test Summary (cont.)
The propellantswere nitrogen tetroxide (N204) and monomethyl hydrazine (MPIH).
The fuel was heated in ten of the early tests but when no sensitivity to fuel
temperature was observed in repeat testing, the procedurewas discontinued.
The entire test program is summarized in Table I, which gives the
operating point conditions, propellant temperatures, stability result, camera
settings, and pertinent remarks for each of the tests.
Bomb and shutdown (FS2) initiationwere simultaneous. The stability
results as based on CPIA 247 can be briefly described:
]
Cavity Cor0figuration Stability Results
_ Square-edged inlet:
"_ O-in. cavity Unst_ o
F).5-in.cavity Stabl_ at high Pc only
l .O-in.cavity Stable
1.5-in. cavity Stable
Rounded inlet Unstable
0.25-in. Overlap Stable
In all cases the indicated re,zultrefers to postbomb behavior. No spontaneous
instabilitieswere experienced. The instabilitieswere always the first width
(IW) mode. Postbomb ringdown back to stab]e operation involved both the IW and _"
the 2W modes however, the latter with the 1.0 and 1.5-in. cavities, i
D TEST SERIFS DESCRIPTION _'
•
S_e_uenceI-l. This was the first sequence of tests, conducted
for the purpose of checking out, balancing, and sequencing the system. The
first test, number lOl was 2.0 sec duration; this proved too long--heat marks' !
were observed on the cavity lip--and the duration was subsequentlyreduced to _'
• 0.8 sec. Also the throat area on the first test was 2.24-in.2,which proved
too large and was therefore reduced to 2.00-in.2 Test 102 was run under the
revised conditions. Test I03 was the first firing t_ he bombed; a IW (first _
width) mode instabilityresulted and the quar+z viewin_ window was shattered. _|
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_- | VIII, D, Test Series Description (cont.)
Sequence II-I began the investigationof cavity tune--i.e.,length
--effects, starting with the same hardware configuration usc_Jin the checkout
_ test sequence. The first six tests (I04 through 109) were conducted around
! the operating point box, with the result that the unit was bomb-stableat
[ high chamber pressure but could otherwise be bombed unstable. Steel windows
_ replaced the quartz viewing windows in these tests, and the bomb initiation
was delayed, because of the inferred danger of breakage. The following group
m
T of tests (llO - If4) aq_in utilized the quartz windows; the high speed camera
,. was used for the first time, at 3000 frames per second with a 1/20 shutter
_- _ wide open. Sequence II-l was concluded with five tests (I15 - ll9) in which _
; the camera was operated at the highest frame rate available, ll,O00 frames
: _ per second, to obtain a better time resolution of events observed in the
first movies. Stability results for these five tests were unchanged from |_
_- _ previous testing.
, { Sequence 2 of Series II utilized the 1.5-in. deep cavity configu- I_
; ration. Aluminum and magnesium shavings were sprinkled into the cavity to li
; provide tracers of the fluid motion; after three tests pitting of the quartz
/ !
windows was noticed and the procedurewas discontinued. All five firings
(No. 120 - 124) were bomb-stable, including o,lelow Pc test conducted with
_ heated fuel.
_, In Sequence 3, the zero cavity depth configurationwas evaluated.
c'
Although ther_ were no cavities in this unit, there was a notch in the chamber
wall correspondingto the cavity entrance due to maintenance of the nominal
_; O.125-in. overlap at the cavity lip. Tl.econfiguration could be bombed un-
i: stable all around the operating point box. On three of the tests a strobe
i was used for illumination,to stop motion in the flow field; electrical
_ problems precluded a long sequence of flashes, but a small and sometimes
random number was obtained.
3
i:
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i VIII, D, Test Series Description (cont.)
Series Ill consisted of one sequence of tests (No. 131 135) of
J
__ the rounded inlet confiquration. In every test the bomb resulted in instability.
Use of the strobe was again attempted on two of the tests with limited success
The Cavity Tune Inve__tigation(Series II) was continued with a
series (No. 136 - 140) of tests in which the cavity depth was l.O-in. This
configurationwas created by adding 0.5-in. long blocks to the 1.5-in. cavity "
unit tested earlier. Salt (rlaCl)was tried as a tracer and was found to
leave white streaks on the windows. Although the streaks could be easily
_ washed off with water, the practice was discontinued. All tests were stable.
; _ The final series of tests, Series IV, investigatedthe effect of
overlap with a configuration having a 0.25-in. overlap rather than the nominal
O.125-in. found on all other cavities. The unit proved bomb-stable, even at
• i a chamber pressure of 85 psia.
_ E PHOTOGRAPHICRESULTSI
,...
i The high speed movies were take,,,,,itha Red Lake Hycam 16 mm high
T
_'_ speed motion picture camera. This device us.',-- rotating prism to transfer
±
_ the image from the optical system to the film p,...eand is caFable of frame rates
! to ll,O00 pictures per second. A rotating slit shutter provides shutter open-
! inqs of I/2.5 to 1/50. The effective exposure time is the product of the shutter
: oponing and the reciprocal of the frame rate. Most of the presentmovies were
taken at 6000 frames per second with a I/I0 shutter giving an exposure time of
i" (I/lO) x (I/(_O00)or 16.7 _sec. Two lenses were used: a 75mm Cosmicar and a
55ramPentax.
t
!_ Sufficient illuminationwas achieved by backlightingwith a IO00W |
_ tungsten lamp focused through a Fresnel lens and with additional back and front I_i
i liqhtinq supplied by banks of 650_ tungsten movie lights. A ground glass was i _
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_ VIII, E, Photographic Results (cont.)
J
. used as a diffusinq screen for the back lighting. Total illumination signifi-
_ cantly exceeded the combustion light.
Ektachrome 7242 film was used for most of the tests; the remain-
ing few were taken with 7241 film. Exposure and development was generally
normal. In the high frame rate tests, the film was deliberately underexposed
and overdeveloped; the gain in frame rate was judged to be not worth the loss
of color balance, i
Examination of the movies, frequently on a frame-by-frame basis,
was done with a time-motion study (TMS) projector; the image was focused
actual size on a sheet of graph paper, allowing measurements to be taken
directly.
Typically a firing would appear as follows. First comes a fuel "_
lead, which is the result of test stand plumbing rather than intentional
design. The oxidizer circuit then chug_ as it comes up to pressure, no
doubt because each greater injection of oxidizer causes a momentary rise in
chamber pressure which in turn reduces the flow and so on -- the sequence _,
repeating until steady flow is established. Some combustion products flow I
directly into the cavity (Figure 31, Sketch "a"), as evidenced by a zone of
blue coloration indicative of the OH, NH, and CH radicals. With the estab-
lishment of steady flow, alternate layers of fuel and oxidizer in the chamber
are apparent, as shown in Sketch "b" on Figure 31. The fuel appears gray and i
the oxidizer orange. These layers extend over the distance visible, about i
2.0 in., and streaks on the chamber wall imply this condition of poor mixing
exists to the throat. The zone of blue coloration exists between propellant i
_ layers and also at a 45° angle in the cavity, as shown by the arrow in Sketch i
"b". Flow of unburned propellant into the cavity is minimal but does occur
with some configurations,frequently in a cyclical manner. Recirc,llationof
gases in the cavity is inferred (Figure 31, Sketch "c") on the basis of tracer
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,_ VIII, E, PhotographicResults (cont.) *
• or other particle motion; velocities up to 250 ft/sec are calculated for the
particles; presumably the gas velocity is greater.
I
The bomb causes the propellant streams to be bowled over; in
some cases flow is stopped right at the _njector face. Intense flame light i
is produced for a moment. Some uncombusted propellant is swept into the
cavity, at a 45° angle. Behavior thereafter varies with cavity configura-
tion. The longer cavities and the 0.25-in. overlap configuration damp the
perturhationin 3-4 msec, based on the high frequency pressure response data;
during this time the propellant streams display some thickening and thinning
(Fiqure 31, Sketch "d"), which is probably an indicationof instantaneous
adjustments to the flow rate. The O.5-in. cavity, when it damps the pertur-
bation, requires 12 or 13 msec to do so, During this interval, the propellant
streams are foreshortenedand oscillate both axially and in the direction of
the width mode.
When the unsteady combustion remains undamped -- as with the rounded
inlet, zero cavity, or O.5-in. cavity configuration at low chamber pressure --
the propellant streams remain foreshortened, wavering back and forth (Fiqure
31, Sketch "e") as well as oscillating axially (Figure 31, Sketch "f"). The
waverinq and length variation both have a periodicity corresponding to the IW
mode frequency. The length of the streams typically varies by 0.5 in., with
the minimum length ranging from 0.4 to 1.5 in. Some flow of propellant into
the cavity occurs, in a cyclical manner, and with the O.5-in. cavity the outer
fuel stream breaks into small puffs which occur at tho IW frequency and are
perhaps a manifestation of jet interaction.
Photographs illustratingsome of the above peints are reproduced
in Figures 32 and 33. Unfortunately many ,_ the events of interest can be
best understood by normal projection of the motion pictures -- particle or
, _ Page 68
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VIII, E, PhotographicResults (cont.) _ ::
tracer action, recirculation,zones of blue coloration, flickering of light _ :
• _
colored zones, much of the transient response, and all aspects of cyclic _
behavior. Isolated or single frames do not convey a sense of the motion in- _
volved nor do they reproduce the manner of coloration observed.
F. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
I
[ Analysis of the subscale test results centers on (I) modeling the
various cavity geometries tested, and (2) correlating the experimentalresults
i_ with the models to infer the cavity gas acoustic velocity and parameters des- _
. _ cribing the cavity inlet resistance and damping characteristics. ,_
i I. Cav.i.tyModel !
• The generalized cavity geometry shown in Fiqure 34 is considered _
for modeling purposes. It consists of a short (AXzO) entrance _ection, Zone
II, in which energy losses are attributed to viscous flow and nonlinear pressurc
drop, and a constant area section, Zone I, in which losses are due to viscous
flow, heat conduction to the wall, and energy absorption by the gas due to
nonequilibrium effects. The losses in Zone I are characterized by a sinqle
damping parameter, a, and in Zone II by a single resistance parameter, R.
Both terms are based on empirical data in the literature.
The method of approach is as follows. The pressure amplitude
ratio PI'/P2' between planes I and 2 is defined by the lil,earwave equation in
terms of _, the sound speed, C, and the cavity length, _. The acoustic admi:.-
tance at plane 2, denoted G2, is defined in terms of the same parameters. The
P '/P3 between planes 2 and 3 is calculated from thepressure amplitude ratio 2, '
continuity and momentum equations in terms of R and G2 and an inertance para-
meter x. The admittance G3 is calculated from the same parameters.
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VIII,F, AnalyticalResults(cont.)
The ratioP1'/P3'can thusbe determined,#ro{.1_ile p-oductof o
PI'/P2'and P2'/P3'. This isa measuredquantityas ,_ell,i.e.,the indicated
responsesof transducerslocatedat the backand at the entranceof the cavity. |
Hencethe assumedvaluesof 6, R, and C can be checkedagainst,Reasureddata.
The admittanceG3 is an inputto the InjectorFaceAcousticResonator(IFAR) J
modeldescribedin SectionVII which is usedto predictstabilityof three-
dimensional-- i.e.,round-- combustors.The IFARprogramlacksthe capability
of rectangularanalysis;henceit cannotbe appliedto the 2-b hardware. The
admittanceG3 howevercan be usedas an indicatorof stabilitytrends,as
discussedsubsequently. _',;
_ The dampingparameter8 is relatedto the frequencyresponse
bandwidthand can be determinedfor a roundtube fromthe followingequationi:
° i
•: _T
_, where _ is the viscosity,r the tube radius,y the ratio of specificheats,_ i
the gas thermalconductivity,Cv the specificheatat constantvolume,f the
frequency,and P the pressure. However comparisonof the predictedand
I: _ .L;
_asured ,,aluesof _ showa largediscrepancyat the higherfrequenciesof
_ interest;for thisreasonit is best to estimate_ from experimental(bandwidth) ,_
! datawhen available.
i The inletresistanceR is basedon Ingard'sexperimentalwork,2
_' in whichthe oscillatoryvelocitythroughan orificewas measuredas a function
of drivenpressureamplitude. At hijh soundpressurelevels(SPL> 140db) the
i . sound pressureamplitudewas foundto be proportionalto the squareof wloc_ty.R_sistance,definedas the real partof the ratio f pressureamplituder.oflow
i rateamplitude,
I. Blair,D. W., Eriksen,E., and Berge,G. K., AcousticAbsorptionCoefficients i
of Comb stionGases,AIAA Journal,Vol. 2, No. 2, Feb. 1964.
2. Ingard,U. and Ising,H., AcousticNonlinearityof an Orifice,Journalofthe AcousticSocletyof America,Vol. 42, No. l, 1967.
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|VIII,F, AnalyticalResults(cont.)
W' _ i_-
where: W' : pAu' _ _
= Sinceu _ F, R can thusbe writtenas i_-'_
_ _ R :_"_T/ (A_-p)
; Th= parameterRA _ is plottedin Figure35 as a functionof sound pressure
"_ _ amplitude. Hence,the valueof R can be selectedon the basisof the experi-
mentallydeterminedsoundpressurelevel. _ _
: _ The pressureratioacrossplanesl and 2 is basedon the -_.:
linearwave equation: _ .
' PI'/P2' = (c°sh2 _--_c" sin2 _ )
_, ",
where_ is the angularfrequency. The acousticad,_ittanceisdefinedby the :
_ equation:
gcA sinh -- cosh -- + i sin--_-cos --
G2 = -T- -_ _ 2 _ _,
_i cosh2 _ sin ---
_ C C ,:
_ wheregc is the gravitationalconstantand A is the cross-sectionalarea.
_ The pressureratioacrossplanes2 and 3 is
" _: " [l (G2r2 G2i2) )] -I/2 __ P2'/P3' = + (R2 + x2) + • 2 (RG2r- xG2i i
iI Pa.qe74 :_
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• VIII, F, Analytic_l Results (cont.)
!
_ . where × is an inertance parameter and the subscripts r an.4 i refer to the real
_. and imaginary parts of the complex G function. The admittance at plane 3 is
_. written as _.
!
. G2[, F'- -
_. . l 4 ('R+ ix) G2
I
The.pressure ratio and admittance equations form the basis
of ,.he Cav=ty Acuustics Proqram (CAP) which is ancillary to tF __ IFAR Program.
Inputs to the program include cavity geometry, sound speed, damping parameter •
I
6 and resistanceR. Output include_ the pressure ratio PI'/P3 and the )
admittance G3 .
2. Experimental Data
" ]
Experir,ental data pertinent to the above analysis comprise
the cavity gas temperaturemeasurements, from which the sound speed is calcc-
fated, and the ratio of pressuresdetermined at the back and _mtrance of the
cav.ty. These are discussed in detail below.
Also measured, in the hopes of characterizingthe energy
release profile, were the chambe' pressures in two axial rows. One row was
at thc chamber centerline;wltn _even transducers located every 0.70 in. :.
starting 0,_0 in. from the injector face. lhe other ruw was near the
cavity _ntrance,with five transducers located -very O.lO in., startinq O.lO
in. from the face. The latter row, which was inst,lee _n a steel instru- '_
mentatlon window, was of primary interest. UnFortunately t_e measurements
were not consistent with expectations, even after correcting the bias in the
instrumentation,b; sealing and pressurizing the chamber for a tare reading.
Figure 36 shcws the profiles nve_ the forwardmost inch of the chamber, lhe
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IVIII, F, Analytical Results (cont.)
window row shows an upward trend, amounting to 0.2 psi, and reads about 0.2
'. psi higher than the centerline row. This was typical of several tests and is
presumablythe result of local flow effects. Since the pressure profiles were
not considered indicative of energy release characteristics the measurements
were discontinuedafter a few tests.
i
Cavity gas temperatureswere measured by thermocouple probes i
- inserted at various locations as shown by Figure 37 Steady-state temperatures _"
• _
; were not obtained because of insufficient firing duration; typical responses _
are shown in Figure 38 fnr three early tests. The 2.0 sec duration was unique
to the first test; becaus_ of burn marks on the cavity edge the duration was
reduced to l.O sec on all subsequent tests. The indicated temperatures in the '
0.75 to 0.85 sec time frame -- that is, near the end of the test -- are plotted
in Figure 39 _s a function of distance into the cavity. It should be noted
_ that the thermocouple immersion depth was altered during the testing; the
shorter depth resulted in lower temperatures,probably because of reduced con-
vection nearer the wall in combination with increased thermocouple lead losses.
In general the figure shows that the 0.25 in. overlap and Founded i_let con-I °
figurations promote higher cavity gas temperaturesthan the 0.125 in. square-
c
edged inlet. Also, a trend of decreasing temperature into the cavity is
evident, and the longer the cavity the lower the temperature at the back wall.
Whether this is actually the case or the result of increased thermal capaci- "
tance of the gas mass and increased heat transfer to the wall is unclear.
Pressure amplitude r_tios of various component frequencies
were obtained by filtering the PCAVl and PCAV2 records. The amplitude ratio
" PCAV2/PCAVI for the first three wiJth modes is given in Tabl_ II, along with
other pertinent informationfor each test. Correlation of the pressure ampli-
tude ratios is discussed below. The amplitude ratio is designated as positive
when the filtered PCAVI and PCAV2 waves are in phase, and negatiw when they
_. Page 78
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£! VIII, F, Analytical Results (cont.)
are out of phase. The phase is d_termined by the relationship of the component
I frequency to the cavity resonant frequency, as illustratedby Figure 40. The
- ratio is positive when the component frequency is less than the cavity's funda-
mental frequency or between an odd order overtone and the next higher even
order overtone. It is negative when the component frequency is between an even
_- order overtone and the next higher odd order overtone.
3. Pressure Rat4o Correlations _
_= As noted previously, the purpose of the cavity model was to -
establish numerical values for several input parameters by correlating experi- _
; mental results. The parameters include the damping parameter, _, the inlet :_
resistance,R, and the sound speed in the cavity, c. The pressure amplitude _i
:_ ratio discussed above is the factor to be correlated. _
"_ The damping parameter was found to have little effect on "_
i pressure amplitude ratio; the dominant element was found to be the sound speed,
as illustrated in Figure 41. For this reason, the inlet resistance, R, and
_ damping parameter, _, were based on the formulations oF Blair and Ingard pre- ,
viously described rather than on test data. The value of the damping para- _ '' i
sec-I _i: meter was calculated to be 6 = 314 for a mean gas pressure of 150 psia, '
f a sound speed of 3300 ft/sec and a gas temperature of 3500°R. Corresponding _
_ bandwidth Is 100 Hz. The inlet resistancewas calculated to be 7400 IbF-sec/
_, Ibm-ft2, based on the amplitudes observed during the instabilityof the 0.5 in. I"
_ deep cavity• _ :
,! The correlations obtained for the various cavity configurations
#, are shown on Figures 42 through 46 Figure 42 shows the amplitude ratio for the
_ 0,5 in cavity with both sharp edged and rounded entrance configurations Figure ,
43 shows the ratio for the 0.5 in. cavity with 0.25 in. overlap. Here the i
measured data are misleadinq because the inlet transducerwas displaced from
,!
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VIII, F, Analytical Results (cont.)
the inlet, as shown in Figure 37; if in the prediction the inlet resistance
is ignored and the cavity length adjusted to account for transducer displace-
ment then reasonable correlation is obtained with the measured data. The
correlation for the l.O in. cavity is presented in Figure 44; band pass data
for modes higher than the first width mode were noL available for correlation.
Ho_vever,the first three modes are represented in Figure 45 for the 1.5 in.
deep cavity. Finally, Figure 46 summarizesall of the above by plotting for
all configurationsthe amplitude ratio versus normalized frequency; that is,
the ratio of the component frequency to the cavity resonant frequency. Excel-
lent agreement is obtained, indicatingthat the choice of parameters within
the framework of the analytical modei is reasonably correct. Since cavity
admittance is formulated from these same parameters, it presumably can be
calculatedequally well. Most important in such a calculation is that the
sound speed be well characterized;in that regard, variations in inlet geometry
appear to affect the cavity damping characteristics primarily by changing the
sound speed -- i.e., the gas temperature and composition -- rather than by
altering the inl_t resistance. !
4. Stability Correlations
.
Stability predictionscannot be made for these configurations
because the IFAR proqram,which is used to predict stability, lacks a two-
dimensional (rectangular)capability. Nonetheless, the admittance ca'Iculated
by the CAP subroutinecan be used as an indicatorof stability trends.
?
Figures 47, 48, and 49 si_owthe real part of the admittance (P
calculated for the 0.5, l.O, and 1.5 in. cavities with 0.125 in. overlap, along
with typical bomb responses, a summary* of wave component amplitudes and damp
" times, and for the 0.5 in. cavity a comparison of amplitude versus admittance. ;
: * based on band pass filtering
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VIII, F, Analytical Results (cont.)
For the 0.5 in. cavity the admittance peak is around 9000 Hz. Hence the 3W
mode, about 8400 Hz, is most damped, with successively less damping at the 2W
(5600 Hz) and IW (2800) frequencies. Amplitudes of the component waves are
seen to vary inverselywith the admittance, being 6, II, and 44 psi peak-to-
peak respectively for the 3W, 2W, and IW modes. The admittance for the l.O
cavity peaks around 6000 Hz; hence the 2W mode is most damped. The 1.5 in.
cavity admittance peak is between the IW and 2W modes, and thus the 3W mode
is least damped. Successively shorter damp times are noted as cavity length
increases and the admittance peak shifts to lower frequencies. Thus the
observed stability trends are in agreement with the predicted cavity admittances.
In summary, the data analysis achieved good correlation between
the ratio ot pressure amplitudes predicted and measured at the back and
entrance to the cavity, for all cavity configurations,and showed in a
general way the correspondenceof actual stability characteristicsand i
predictedadmittance values. These accomplishments highlight the progress _
being made to "reduce" combustion stability to a predictable science.
G. CONCLUSInNS
The movies showed the following:
(l) During stable combustion, the propellant flow from the X-
doublet injector is layered -- fuel, oxidizer, fuel, oxidizer, etc. -- over
the visible length (2.0-in.), i.e., is not fully mixed or combusted over that
distance.
(2) During unstable operation, the combustion couples with thek.
acoustic field. Combustion is complete in 0.4 to 2.0 in., depending on cavity
configuration and operating point_ this length varies cyclically at the IW
mode frequency, and the propellant streams waver back and forth at the same
frequency.
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VIII, G, Conclusions (cont.)
(3) Durinq stable combustion, the !'ow of unburned propellant
into the cavity is minimal although it does occur, frequently in a cyclical
manner. The combustion products flow into the cavity at a 45° angle,
approximately.
(4) During unstable combustion, some cyclic flow of unburned
9ropellant into the cavity occurs; detona'cionof the bomb causes considerable
inflow.
Data analysis showed the following:
(1) The generalizedcavity model appears to correctly formulate
cavity acoustics, includingdamping, inlet resistance, and sound speed.
Pressure amplitude ratios were closely correlated by the model.
(2) The cavity gas sound speed dominates the analytical predic-
tions; hence assessing the sound speed correctly is of utmost importance.
• m
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IX. FULLSCALE(DUALCAVITY)TESTING
A. INTRODUCTION
Fullscaletestingwas conductedto demonstratethe feasibility
of the dualcavityconcept,i.e.,multimodedampingby differentlytuned
cavitiessharinga commonentrance. Hardwaredevelopedin the OrbitManeuver-
ing EnginePlateletInjectorProgram,NAS g-13133,was used for thispurpose.
The injectorpattern,also fromthat program,consistedof X-doubletand
splashplateelements;itwas knownto be extremelyhighperformingand
unstablein the firstthreetangentialmodesas wellas in a mixedmode
termedresurging,hencewas an excellent"instabilitygenerator"for evaluat-
ing cavitydampingeffectiveness.
- Forty-onefiringswereconducted,usingnitrogentetroxideand
monomethylhydrazineas propellants.Fifty-eight6.5 grain RDX bombswere
used,some of the firingsbeingdouble-bombed;double-bombingin effect
givestwo evaluationsper test pointand thusyieldssignificanteconomies.
Five basicc_vityconfigurations,and six additionalvariations
of one of them,were evaluated.These includetwo dual radialleg concepts,a
dual axialleg arrangement,an axial-radialdesign,and a bituneaxialcon-
figuration.The six variations,of one of the dual radialunits,involved
reductionsin cavitycross-sectionalarea. The dual radialand axial radial
configurationshowedthe bestdampingcharacteristics.
B. HARDWARE,INSTRUMENTATION,TEST FACILITY
The hardwaredevelopedin NAS 9-13133was modifiedslightlyto
accommodatethe radialcavitylegs: a largerflangewas added to the fuel
Q
inletmanifold_this flangeformedthe wall of the radialcavities. A new
cavityhousingwas fabricatedas was a spacerplateto bringthe injector
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IX, B, Hardware, Instrumentation,Test Facility (cont.)
face in parallel to the enlarged flange. Also fabricated were 132 blocks
that could be inserted into the cavities to change the cavity length or cross-
sectional area.
Figure 50 is a photograph of the enlarged flanqe; it shows also
the injector face and axial cavities. The mating cavity housing is pictured
in Figure 51. The insertable blocks are shown on Figure 52. Drawings repro-
duced on Figures 53 through 58 show the top assembly, test assembly, injector.
spacer plate, cavity housing, and cavity configuration blocks respectively.
The basic parts list is given in Table Ill.
The mixed element injector developed in NAS 9-13133 combined
splash plate and X-doublet elements in concentric rings such that the higher
energy release zones associated with the splash plate elements corresponded
to zones of low acoustic pressure level for the anticipated acoustic modes,
as illustratedin Figure 59. The stability history of this pattern as tested
in NAS g-13133 is summarized in Table IV. The injectorwas tested five
times with bitune cavity configurationsof various c,eometries; spontaneous
instabilitiesoccurred each time, with first, second, and third tangential
modes as well as resurging i,_evidence. A third cavity type, installed
radially, was added and resulted in stable combustion in five tests conducted
over a wide range of operating condition,_. Substitution of Aerozine-50 (50%
hydrazine, 50% unsymmetricaldimethyl hydrazine) for the fuel resulted in
instabilitieson the two subsequent tests, however, and reducing the chamber
length from the nominal 16 in. to 12 in. also resulted in instabilities.
The injector fabricated for NAS 9-13133 was designated ME I and
was reworked in that program; the platelet face was machined away and replaced
' with a different pattern. The face of the injector used in the present program
was created (photoetched)from the same artwork and the unit was designated
ME IA. The pressure drops across the face of ME IA were about I0% higher
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TABLE III
BASIC PARTSLISTDUAL CAVITYHARDWARE
Description Qty. P/N
HeatSinkChamber l I164680
HeatSinkCavityHousing l I182370
Mixed ElementInjector.Core l I163888
InjectorManifold l I182385
InjectorManifoldPlate l I18241l
OxidizerInlet l l164016-g
CavityGeometryBlocks * I182423
I180202
Teflon"0" RingSeals l 2-280
" " " " l 2-148
" " " " 2 2-I65
" " " " 2 2-169
" " " " l 2-029
Q
*As required.
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! IX, B, Hardware,Instrumentation,Test Facility(cont.)
thanthoseof the earlierinjector;performance,however,was comparable,as /
shown by Figure 60. Stability characteristics of ME1A were anticipated toi-
be substantiallythe sameas thoseof ME I, i.e.,highlyunstable.
: Instrumentationincludedhighand low frequencyresponsedevices i
_ as listedinTablesV and VI, respectively.Instrumentationlocationson
the injectorback sideare specifiedin Figure61, and on the chamberin
Figure62. .
:, Testingwas conductedin Bay 5 of theALRC PhysicsLaboratoryin
Sacramento.Figure63 showsthe sea levelteststand. Heatedfuelwas
, suppliedfroma hot watercounterflowheat exchangerlocatedupstreamof the
valve;the thermalcapacitanceof the systemdelayedsteady-stateinjection
temperaturesuntil 1.5 sec intothe testhowever. Steadystateconditions
were maintainedfor O.5-secpriorto bomb initiation.Nitrogenpurgeswere
Jw
activatedon shutdownwith a lO0 psi override.The electricalsequenceis L
given in Figure64.
C. TEST SUMMARY
The approachto dual cavitytestingis illustratedin the logic
diagramof Figure65. Briefly,the intentwas to checkout the dampingeffec-
tivenessof the firstof the two cavityconfigurations-- i,e.,the dualradial
and the axial radial-- selectedon the basisof the acousticmodelingeffort.
Ifthisconfigurationprovedstable,it wouldundergo(I)operatingpointtest-
. ing to investigatethe effectsof chamberpressureand mixtureratiovariations,
(2)margintestinginvolvingreductionsin cavitycross-sectionalarea,and (3)
statisticaltestingto obtaina statisticallysufficientnumberof test points.
If unstable,the configurationwould be tunedby changingcavityleg lengths;
if stabilized,itwouldundergooperatingpoint,margin,and statisticaltesting.
, Paae III
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TABLEV
. HIGHFREQUENCYRESPONSEINSTRUMENTATION
. Test Instrument Cavity
Parameter _ - Make _odel Limi_ _
Axial Cavity PAX-320 Kistler 601 20,000 Hertz _Pressure, 320° + O.5g 3T
RadialCavity . ,,
#1 Pressure, PRA1-270 " ,, IT
270°
Radial Cavity PRAl-60 " " " ,, "#l Pressure, 60°
RadialCavity ,, ,,
#2 Pressure,60° PRA2-60 " ,, ,,
RadialCavity PRA2-270 " " "#2 Pressure, 270° " "
Chamber Photocon 307 20,000 Hertz 5%Pressure, 0° Pc-o ,,
Chamber Pc-60 " " "Pressure, 60° "
Chamber Pc-270 " " "Pressure,270° " ,,
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LOW FREQUENCYRESPONSEINSTRUMENTATION
Recorder
Test Parameter _ _ Units "0" Graph _ Digital
Oxtd. Tank Pressure POT 0-1500 psia X X
Fuel Tank Pressure PFT 0-1500 psia X X
Oxid. Injector Pressure POJ 0-1500 psia X X X
Fuel Injector Pressure PFJ 0-1500 psia X X X
•ChamberPressure PC-1 0-1000 psia X X X
Thrust, A & B FA, FB 0-6000 lbs X X,X
Oxid. Flowrate WO 0-20 lb/sec X X
Fuel Flowrate WF O-lO lb/sec X X
Oxld. F1own_terTemp. TOFM 0-I00 °F X
Fuel F1owmeterTemp. TFFM 0-300 °F X
Fuel InjectorTemp. TFJ 0-300 °F X
Oxtd. Valve Voltage VOV X
Fuel Valve Voltage VFW X
Injector Purge Valve Voltage VIPV X
1 KHZTime Code X
Axlal Cavity Temperature TA-I X
-2 X
. -3 X
-4 X
Radlal Cavity Temperature TR-I X
, -P, X
-3 X
-4 X
BombTrace.#1 VB1 X
BombTrace #2 VB2 X
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IX, C, Test Su_nary (cont.)
• If not, the second configurationwould be subject Lo the same procedures.
In the event that the second could not be stabilized,a maximum of six addi-
, tional configurationswould be examined.
The first configuration to be tested, the DRI, proved mostly
stable through the checkout and operating point testing. The DR2 configura-
tion was then installed, with the objective of improving the marginal tune
of DRI. It too was mostly stable through the operating point testing. The
i ARI configuration, the alternate design to come out of acoustic modeling,was then evaluated; it proved totally bomb-stable hrough the operating
point testing. At this point, the testing deviated from the logic diagram;
some question arose as to the steady-statecoolability of the partition
between the legs of the dual radial configuration. Thus, the DRI was evalua-t d without partitions. It p oved bomb-stable, a d t e suspicion developed
F that the ME IA injecto_ might not be as unstable the ME 1. So the bitune
configuration, simulatingthat of earlier testing, was installed,with the
!" result that the _njectorwas indeed unstable, An alternate configuration,
the AAI, was then evaluated. Finally the margin testing spelled out in the
logic diagram was accomplished,using five area reductions in the legs of the
DRI cavity arrangement.
In all, eleven configurotions_veretested, as summarized in
TableVII, These comprised five basic geometries,as detailed in Figure 66.
The stability summary for the entire test series is presented in Table VIII
which gives the frequency,amplitude, duration, damp time, etc., for po._tbomb
- responses as well as spontaneousevents. A brief description of the testing
for each geometry is given below.
DR1 Testing. The fi_'stten tests were conducted with the dual
radial cavity configuratioi,:single bombs were detonated on seven of the tests.
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IX, C, Test Summary (cont.)
° On two tests, moderate IL activity (1300 Hz) was experiencedduring the start
transient -- that is, prior to the fuel injection temperature reaching steady-
state conditions -- and on one test some self-damped 2T (5200 Hz) was indicated.
Postbomb ringdown frequencies showed the presence of both IT (2600 Hz) and 2T
modes, but in no case did the bomb cause unstable combustion.
DR2 Testin9. In order to reduce the sensitivity to the 2T mode,
both cavity legs were shortened for the DR2 testing. Six tests were conducted,
with seven bombs being fired. Start transient IL mode was again experienced
on two tests, as was some very long duration high _mplitude 2T. All firings
were bomb-stable.
ARI Testin9. The axial-radial cavity configuration was evaluate
next, in five double bomb tests. No postbomb instabilitieswere evidenced,
although the IL mode did occur at high amplitude during the start transients
of two firings.
DRI(NP) Testin9. In recognition that it miqht be impossible to
cool the partitionbetween cavities of the dual radial device, the stability
of an unpartitioneddevice was briefly explored. In two double bomb tests,
the DRI(NP) configurationwas bomb-stable,although IL was again experienced
in the start transientof the low chamber pressure test.
Bitune Testing. To verify that the ME IB injector was as
unstable as the ME IA, two tests were conducted with a bitune cavity installa-
" tion similar to that tested previously on NAS 9-13133. This entailed four
short axial cavities tuned to the 2T mode and eight longer ones tuned to the
• IT mode. The system was spontaneouslyunstable in 2T and corroborated the
basic instabilityof the pattern.
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IX, C, Test Summary (cont.)
. AAI Testin9. The dual axial configuration was intended to repro-
duce the satisfactory damping of the ARI design while improving the packaging
and cooling aspects of it. The unit was spontaneousunstable in 2T in one test
and in IL durinq the other.
DRI Area Reduction Testing. This testing, of cavity configurations
designed DRIA, B, C, D, and E, was performed to evaluate the effect of varia-
tions in cavity cross-sectionalarea. The cross-sectionalarea of the two legs,
expressed as a percentaqeof the injector face area, was as follows:
Configuration Area of Short L_g Area of Long Leg
DR1 27 27
DRIA 27* 20
DRIB 20 27
DRIC 13.5 27
DRID 13.5 20
DRIE 13.5 13.5
* Entrance area reduced to 20%
The IL mode was registered during the start period with most of these, and
with both the DRIA and the DRIE units the IR (6400 Hz) mode was activated by
the bomb.
D. TEST RESULTS
Results of these 41 tests can be interpreted in several wo_,s,
- none of which is entirely satisfactory because the limited number of tests
for any condition precludes statistical significance. First, it is probably
most pertinent to consider as a group the combustion responses to the bomb
perturbations. This is because the bombs were initiatedat steady-state
conditions, and thus the system was operating at design cavity gas and propel-
lant injection temperatures. Within this category, it is necessary to break
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IX, D, Test Results (cont.)
out the nominal operating point results from all the rest. Statistically
there seems to be little basis for grouping tests of different mixture ratio
and chamber pressure; nonetheless this can be done. Next, the spontaneous
responses arising during the start transient can be considered as a group,
since the system would in actual application have to operate stably through
the transient. Again the nominal operating point responses can be categorized
as a separate group and, perhaps more important, those tests in which the IL
mode was experienced can be segregated. The IL mode occurred only at low
chamber pressure but its occurrence likely precluded initiationof other
modes.
Table IX is a summary of instabilltiesalong these lines of
categorization. It shows that at the nominal operating point, all bomb
responses were stable except one -o the IR mode occurring with the DRIA.
Considering all operatinq points, IR instabilitiesoccurred also on the
DRIE configuration, and IL mode was evidenced wlth the DRIC, D, and E units.
!
Since the cavities were not tuned to damp the IL mode, its occurrence is not
indicative of cavity effectiveness. Apart from the IL responses, all spon-
taneous instabilitieswere in the 2T mode. These all occurred at the nnminal
operating point. Susceptible configurationswere the DRI, DR2, Bitune, and
AAI. Spontaneous IL instabilitieswere experienced by all configurations
except the Bitune and DRIA, which were not tested at low chamber pressure.
There were no instabilities,bomb-induced or during the start
transient, in the high chamber pressure tests.
E. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
The purpose of the analytical effort was to correlate the hot fire
stability results and in so doing evaluate the acoustic bench test and subscale
hot fire test results described earlier. The key point i_ tha _lysis was the
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TABLE IX I
SUMMARY OF INSTABILITIES
Nominal Operatin,qPoint All Operating Poi-ts
- Number Number
Number* Unstable Mod.____e Number* Unstable Mod..___e
i1" Bomb Res_ponseOnly
DRI 3 0 - 7 0 - i
i DR2 l 0 - 7 0 -
ARI 2 0 - 10 0 -
DRI(NP) 2 0 - 4 0 -
Bitune 0 0 - 2 0 -
AAI 2 0 - 4 0 -
DRIA 2 l IR 4 l IR
DRIB 2 0 - 4 0 -
DRIC 2 0 - 6 1 lL
DRID 2 0 - 4 l IL
DRIE 2 0 - 6 3 IR, IR, IL
Spontaneous Response Only -- Excludes IL Mode
DRI 3 l 2T 8 l 2T
DR2 l l 2T 4 l 2T
ARI l 0 - 3 0 - "
DRI(NP) l 0 - l 0 -
Bitune l l 2T 2 l 2T
M1 1 1 2T 1 1 2T
DRIA l 0 - 3 0 - :
DRIB l 0 - l 0 -
DRIC l 0 - 2 0 -
DRID l 0 - l 0 -
DRIE l 0 - l 0
SpontaneousRes,ponse,Onl_ -- Excludes 2T Mode _
DR1 2 0 - 9 1 lL i
DR2 0 0 - 5 1 IL i
AR! l 0 - 5 2 IL
DRI(NP) l 0 - 2 l lL
Bitune 0 0 - l 0 - 4
AAI 0 0 - I I IL
- DRIA 1 0 - 3 0 - _
DRIB l 0 - 2 l 1L !
DRIC l 0 3 l IL
DRiD l 0 - 2 1 IL
" DRIE l 0 - 4 3 IL i
Nun'berof applicable responses.
!
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Iv, E, Analytical Results (cont.)
correct definition of acoustic lengths of the legs of the dual cavity configura-
. tions, and this understanding resulted directly from the acoustic bench testing
discussed in Section VI. Good correlation of the stability trends of the DR1
cavity configuration and several of its variations was obtained.
Tl_ese variations include the DR1E which had the minimum cross-
section in the area reduction test series and was unstable in the 1R mode, I
!the DRI(NP) in which there was no partition between the two legs, and the SR7which had a single radial cavity identical to the longer leg of the DR1 design.The SR7 was one of several single and dual cavity configurations tested by NASA
during 1976 at the NASAWhite Sands Test Facility (WSTF). The SR7 was not +t
tested at Aerojet but at WSTFexhibited instabilities in the 2T mode. It is
included in this analysis because it represents a limiting case, namely the !
elimination of one o; the two cavity legs. !
1. Model
!
The IFAR program has a- a subroutine the Cavity Acoustics !
Program (CAP) which calculates cavity admittance based on geometry, sound
speed, and dampinq and inlet resistance parameters. For the full scale +
analysis these parametersand the sound speed were assumed to have the same
values as derived in the subscale analysis by correlating cavity pressure
amplitude ratios, as prespnted in Section Vlll. °
- Proper treatment of the dual cavity legs v..snot initially :
apparent and several alternatives were evaluated by co_rparingpredicted
stability with experimentalresults. Good correlation was obtained only by
accountinq for the admittance of uoth legs when the resonant frequencies of
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I IX, E, Analytical Results (cont.)
. both were less than or near the driving frequency; otherwise, the admittance
of the (much) higher frequency leg was neglected. This insight originated with
the acoustic bench tests and the cork dust patterns observed in tilecavities.Figure67 reprodu_esa photographof the cork dust pattern in an axial-.radialcon-
i figuration in which the higher frequency axial leg is quiescent while the radial
leg shows much activity because the driver in the chamber is near the radial
6
leg resonant frequency.
i Figure68clarifies the assumed leg lengths for the various
configurationsaM outlines the selection of corresponding admittance values.
_ For a generalizeddual cavity confi§uration in which the main leg has a resonant
! frequency fB' if both fH aM fB are less than the driving -- i.e., chamber --
frequency fD' then the overall admittance is assumed to be approximately equal
to the sum of the admittances of the two legs. If the branch leg has a much
| higher frequency than the drivinq frequency then the overall admittance is
assumc_ to be that of the n_in leo only.
_ Six insets on Figure 68 show the leq lenqths chosen to repre-
sent the several DR1 variations. Inset A is for the basic DRI cavity or the
DRIE reduced area configuration and applies only to the IT mode. Fhe acoustic
path is defined by the longer cavity leg, and the total admittance is that of
the longer leg; the shorter leg acts as a quiescent branch. Inset B shows the
_ representationfor hiqher modes (2T, 3T, IR) in the same cavities. Here the
shorter lea is the main path and, because that occurs, the _.ongerleg becomes
i a branch of approximately the s_me length. In this case the admittances ofthe two legs combine.
J
Insets C and O identify the leg lengths for the DRI(NP)
case. Again the longer leg is activated by the ;T mode, and the shorter leg
by hiqher modes. The wave path into the shorter cavity is delineated by the
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IX, E, Analytical Results (cont.)
. arrow; the branch formed by the remainder of the longer cavity leg has a much
higher resonant frequency and thus the admittance is determined solely by the
" shorter leg. Inset E relates to the SR7 design, in which the single leg must
be applied to all modes. Finally, Inset A' shows one alternative representa-
tion of the basic DR1 unit which failed to correlate. In this representation
the longer leg is considered to be 2.5 in. long and the shorter leg a 1.4 in.
long branch.
The chamber geometry and gas properties used in the analysis
are summarized in Figure 69. The X* parameter specifies the distance from the
injector face to the plane of combustion, which is assumed to have zero thick-
ness; because of the close burning promoted by the splash plate injector ele-
ment X* is taken to be zero. Since the chamber and nozzle admittances are the
same for all cavity configurations,variations in predicted stability boundaries
are a consequence of changes in cavity admittance only.
The n-_ "box" usually plotted on the n--tplane to represent
the injection characteristicshas, in the plots discussed below, been reduced
to two lines defining the n_ximum values of n and x. The reason for this is that
that the minimum value of n is never of any importance in the interpretationof
analytical results, and for the present system neither is the minimum value of
T. The n_ximum value of both parameters is based on the figures in Section VII.
2. Correlation of Test Results
" The predicted stability of the basic DRI configuration is shown
in Figure70. As noted, the representationsof Insets A and B on Figure68 define
the acoustic lengths of the two cavity legs. The confinuration is predicted
to be stable, as was experimentallydemonstrated. An additional analysis was
made to simulate cavity conditions during the start transient by assuming the
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C = 3800ft/sec
y = l.22
Dc = 8.12"
Dt = 5.81"
B = 30°
L = 13.32"
X* : 0
F_gure69. Chamber/NozzleGeometr,_and Gas Properties
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o cavity gas sound speed is only 1900 ft/sec, as compared to 3000 ft/sec at
steady-state;under this circumstance a 2T mode instability is predicted, as
• was indeed experienced, i
Figure 71 compares the stability predictioP for the DR1 as
formulated above w_u, the representationof Inset A' on Figure 68. The latter
results in a IR mode instability prediction while the former results in the
prediction of stable operation.
The DRIE stability prediction is shown on Figure 72. Insets
A and B were again used to represent the leg lengths, which are the same as
Iin the basic DRI configuration; the change in cross-sectionalarea is accountedfor however. The prediction is for IR mode instabilityand this was evidenced
experimentalIy.
The unpartitionedcavity design, DRI(NP), was predicted to be _
stable, as shown in Figure 73, and it was. Variations of this design were
evaluated in the NASA-HSTF testing: the shallow cavity was successively
shortened from 1.3 in. to 0.5 in. without a change in stability. The explana-
tion for this is that the higher modes travel across the width of the cavity
-- that is, follow the arrow on Inset D -- and shortening it simply reduces ]
the cross-secticnalarea. Only when the path of these higher modes is elimina-
ted, as in the SR7 cavity pictured in Inset E, does the stability change.
That prediction is for IR or 3T instabilities;the 2T mode v:asactually
experienced, indicatingmost likely an incorrect choice of cavity gas sound _
speed. Figure 74 shows the stability prediction for SR7. il
In summary, the stability predictions show a remarkably good i
correlation with test results. The start transient instabilitiescan be _!
rationalizedwith the assumption of reduced sound speed in the cavity The :_• _.
behavior of the unpartiLioneddual cavity can be readily explained. The multi- _l
mode damping capability of dual cavities can be analytically correlated by the :_._
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a
IFARmodel. The key to it all is _nderstandingthe wave patternsin the
cavitiesand formulatingthe acousticlengthsand admittancesaccordingly.
F. CONCLUSIONS
The multimodedampingcapabilityof dual cavitieshavinga common
entrancewas demonstratedfor a high performanceinjectorrequiringdamping
in threeacoustic.modes.However,the smallnumberof data pointslimits
the statisticalsignificanceof the test resultsfor severalof the cavity
configurations.
All of the basicconfigurationswere bomb-stableif the IL
occurrencesare overlooked.At the sametime,all of the basicconfiguratioDs
exceptARI allowedspontaneous2T instabilitiesduringthe starttransient.
Noneof the variationsof the basicDRI arrangementhad spontaneousinstabili-
ties;two did showbomb-inducedIR instabilities,however.
Analyticalcalculationsby the IFARmodelcorrelatedwellwith
testexperiencefor the DRI and severalof its variations°Key to the corre-
lationwas the properformulationof the acousticwave pathand the cavity
admittance.
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